In the next line, c f -1 should have been p f -1. The (unnamed) statement displayed in the middle of p. 114 should have been established somewhat earlier, because it is needed in the claim (made three lines above it) that "(5) becomes (8)".
2. Addendum. The Centralizer Theorem has a somewhat stronger form and a more natural derivation along the following lines. The notation of the paper is maintained: G < W = A Wr (Sym/); to each i in I, there is a gl in G such that (gin) 0 = i; and gi = Plfi with P l e Sym I, f /~ Ak Form the (external) direct product G x A and denote by R the image of G O in G x A under the embedding h ~-+ (h, hno). Note that I x Ca (Go no) avoids and normalizes R. The centralizer of a transitive permutation group is semi-regular (in the sense that nontrivial elements of it have no fixed points: because the fixed point set of such an element would have to be invariant under the transitive group). If two elements of a semiregular group agree on any one point, they must be equal.
Let 
(w0i) (a, i) = (fw(i) a, (wn) i)
whenever w e W and (a, i) e A x I. It is easy to see that the stabilizer of (1, 0) is complemented in its normalizer by the diagonal copy of A in A I (that is, by the group of the constant functions). It follows that 01 gives an isomorphism, b~--~b say, of A onto
Accordingly, write CS,ma(W0i) simply as A.
There is a converse to this: namely, r = W01. Of course only the inclusion IE(g) __< W01 needs proof. Towards a sketch of that, recall first that the centralizer of any permutation group permutes the set of the orbits of that group. If q 9 tl~(g) then there is an r in Sym I such that r 01 permutes these orbits exactly as q does. The quotient q(r 0 i)-~ leaves each orbit invariant and still lies in ll~(g). On each orbit, (A ~) 0~ and .~ act via the left and right regular representations of A, respectively: that is, as the centralizers of one another. It follows that q(ro0 -~ e (A I) 01, so q e W0t.
For the second application of the preliminary step, take Y = G x A, 02:
This is a homomorphism, as G01 and ,4 commute elementwise. Its image is transitive because, given any (a, i), for instance (gl, a -if(0)) 02 will m a p (1, 0) to (a, i). The stabilizer of (1, 0) is now R, since ((x, b) 02) (1, 0) = ( f J 0 ) b -i , (xz) 0) so (x, b) lies in the stabilizer if and only i f x e Go and b = x~r 0. As 01 is an embedding and C(.g) = W0~, we have that C((G x A) 02) = C(G01-~) = C(G01) c~ C(.~) = IE(G0i) n W0i = Cw(G) 0i-The conclusion is that 02 maps lqGxa(R) homomorphically onto Cw(G) 01, with kernel R. Of course neither 0~ nor 02 depend on the choice of the g~.
